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supply chain segmentation

demand planning & machinelearning based forecasting

control tower

master planning and sales &
operations planning

master data management

materials & production
planning

sustainability & compliance

production management and
OEE optimization

working capital optimization

inventory management and
optimization

business transformation and change management
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All supply chains lag behind their optimal performance.
We call this supply chain performance gap.

Closing the supply chain performance gap will release

There are eight root causes for the supply chain

up to $50 million EBIT per $1 billion of sales

performance gap.

Product
portfolio
complexity

Speed of innovation
Regulatory
complexity

Symptoms

Value Range*

Costs

Excess manufacturing and service costs

0.5% – 1.5% reduction

Excess logistics and transportation costs

1% – 2% reduction

Inventory write-downs

10% – 40% reduction

Premium material costs

0.5% – 1.5% reduction

Low productivity and high personnel
costs

5% – 60% reduction

Excess inventory level

5% – 25% reduction

Low accounts receivable turnover

1% – 3% increase

High accounts payable turnover

0.5% – 5% reduction

Low service levels

0.5% – 2% increase

Insufficient effectiveness of sales
& marketing

1% – 4% increase

Sustainability
requirements

New
types of
competition
Complexity
of supplier
network

Financials

Working
Capital
Internal
complexity
Revenue

Multi-channel sales
complexity
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*Based on aioneers experience, market research, AIO benchmark
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In order to close the performance gap, a multitude of decisions
must be made in supply chains and need to be executed
• Product portfolio

• Planning parameters

• Additional capacity

• Supplier management

• Inventory optimization

• Forecast improvement

• OEE stabilization

• Logistics optimization

• Product modularization

• Continuous improvement

• Quality improvement

• Sustainability & regulations
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Closed-loop supply chain performance management integrates
analytics, optimization and execution

gather data from
supply chain systems

gain insights by analyzing
supply chain operations
and performance

detect potentials and
optimize powered by
intelligent algorithm's

create meaningful
actions and ensure
execution to impact the
future state

DOT = Digital Object Twin
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AIO is the open platform for closed-loop supply chain performance
management
end-to-end analytics with pre-defined analysis and dashboards
for material, information and financial flows

machine-learning and simulation-based algorithms and
methods to optimize planning and operations e.g.,
forecasting, inventory, production, cash flow

supports the execution of one-time improvement initiatives,
decisions from recurring processes like sales-and-operationsplanning, and reaction on operational incidents like machine
break-downs and supply shortages.

standardized connectors and adaptors to enterprise systems,
data lakes, analytics systems, IoT systems and decision
support systems
© 2021 aioneers
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Data
gathering
•

OPC UA

•

industrial communication
standard

•

installed on PLC

micro
services

cloud

Https, MQTT, AMQ

Office network

Internet

Supply chain data can be derived from operational and planning systems, in
production mainly from MES and machine gateways

SAP

IoT
edge device

•

pick up analog and digital
signals from machine sensors

•

redirect inputs directly into the
cloud

•

external sensors e.g.
record the status of a
machine

various data

ODBC

P0

data buffer/ lake

active materials
e.g. SKU/ name
MES

machine data

keep it simple
and focus on
bottle neck and/or
end of line
equipment.

P1

HMI

IoT gateway

•

external device with physical
interfaces to the PLCs

•

made to retrofit old machinery

OPC UA

Production
Network

•

Concentrator

Dividella
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IoT
gateway

Bosch

IO-modul

Uhlmann

Transnova
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Understand the current situation of the supply chain and set a concrete
baseline to measure improvements

focus on
leading, not
just lagging
indicators

Internet

Cloud

volume planned/ actual
target speed

Office network

Https, MQTT, AMQ

planned production time
SAP

IoT
Edge Device

shift pattern
technical breakdowns [#]

Various data

rate loss (run & target speed)

ODBC

quality loss

Data Buffer/
Lake

P0

near misses [#]
new or edit maintenance
standards [#]
defects found and fixed [#]
clean, inspect and lubricate
activities completed [%]
centerline/ machine parameter
checked and out of limit [%/#]
executed in process controls [#]
conducted A3 problem solving
for chronical issues [#]

Micro
Services

active materials
e.g. SKU/ name
MES

machine data
HMI

P1

safety walks (BOS) [#]

lagging indicators

Concentrator

change over adherence
add root cause
change category to planned
activities (maintenance/
changeover)
stops [min]

Production
Network

leading indicators

IoT
Gateway

OPC UA

MTBF [min]
stop pareto [#/min]
quality rejects [#]

Dividella
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Uhlmann
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Assess the current state, derive optimized improvement measures and
set the future state of the supply chain
standardized
calculation of metrics

delta checks,
missing information,
overdues

automated
algorithms and
optimization

automate
decision
making and
optimization

Ø
referencing with
cross filtering
“we have a problem”
“we need to make this decision”
“we can achieve this performance”

thresholds and alerts
when action is
required
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forecasting
simulator
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ambition level

Make decisions and execute resulting actions by autonomous teams in
the supply chain






work force

relate decisions to digital
object twins (DOTs) to
automatically track the
impact of execution

self directed teams define
and execute actions
local execution,
centrally controlled
digital support and representation
of execution process

B

CI-platform* to share
CBA (current best
approach)

defect safari
on line X
rework
SOP
training

A

A3 problem
solving

coaching at the
line

line
connectivity

reduce
deviations

introduce
electronic BR

introduce
production system

time
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*CI-platform: continuous improvement platform
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Summary: Closed-loop supply chain performance management
What is going on in my supply chain?

1

How to improve my supply chain?

3

How do I ensure execution?

6
Measure the impact and benefits from the
execution and drive continuous improvement

End-to-end transparency of the supply chain: Understand
the current situation and identify improvement areas

2

5
Generate recommendations to improve the supply
chain, based on rule-based engine, machine-learning
based forecasting, inventory simulation, and further
intelligent algorithms

Deep-dive into supply chain improvement areas and
automated generation of findings (= symptoms of the
supply chain performance gap)

Automatically update the state of DOTs, metrics and
actions from the analytics system

4
Connect recommendations and decisions with individual DOTs
(inventories, machines, suppliers, …) and track execution
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Building high-performing supply chains
AIO Platform
www.aioneers.com

@ info@aioneers.com
www.linkedin.com/company/aioneers

Dr. Christoph Kilger

@ christoph.kilger@aioneers.com
+49 170 74 74 663
https://www.linkedin.com/in/christophkilger
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